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A pollo 11 first placed America 
on the Moon on July 20, 1969. 

.This extraordinary accom- 
plishment confirmed the United 
States’ technological ascendancy for a 
generation. On the 20th anniversary 
of Apollo 11, President George Bush 
announced a new vision for America 
in the 21st century - a vision that 
will return us to the Moon to stay, 
and onward to Mars by 2019. This 
vision, the Space Exploration Ini- 
tiative, represents one of the greatest 
technological challenges the world 
has ever known. 

Vision for America 

The Space Exploration Initiative pro- 
vides a focus that allows the United 
States to gain control of our destiny in 
space. In doing this, six “visions” 
guide and direct our space efforts. 
These are: 

Knowledge of our Universe. We 
strive to understand the origin and 
history of our Solar System, the origin 
of life, and the ultimate fate of our 
universe. People are the best explor- 
ers, but they often need machines to 
help. The Space Exploration Initiative is 
an integrated program of missions by 
humans and robots to explore, to under- 
stand and to gain knowledge of the uni- 
verse and our place in it. 

Advancement in Science and 
Engineering. Returning to the Moon 
and onward to Mars requires the best 
engineering and scientific talent our 
nation can muster. Through a long 
range commitment to space, we stim- 
ulate our national education system 
and inspire students to learn. 
Motivated students are essential to 
excellence in education. The Space 
Exploration Initiative will motivate and 
inspire the new generations on which our 
futureas a nation depends. 

United States Leadership. The 
Space Exploration Initiative provides 
us with an opportunity to reestablish 

and maintain American preeminence 
in technological innovation and space 
leadership. Other nations have 
gained the initiative in certain areas 
and have become leaders in a tradi- 
tion of space exploration that America 
pioneered. Leadership cannot be 
declared. it must be earned. 

Technologies for Earth. America’s 
recent history has demonstrated 
that our space program stimulates a 
wide range of technological innova- 
tions that find abundant application 
in the consumer marketplace. 
Space technology has revolution- 
ized and improved our daily lives 
in countless ways, and it will con- 
tinue to do so. Energy from space, 
advances in solar power and fusion 
fuels, useful materials for advanced 
communications, new resources, 
medical breakthroughs, and greater 
insight into the human potential are 
some of the direct benefits we can 
expect. The Space Exploration Initiative 
provides focused goals to effect practical 
and beneficial technological change. 

Commercialization of Space. 
Initiatives by the private sector are 
goals of our National Space Policy. 
Space is a limitless, untapped source 
of materials and energy, awaiting 
industrial development for the benefit 
of humanity. Commercial products, 
such as zero gravity derived materials, 
and service industries, like advanced glob- 
al communications, all become increas- 
ingly feasible and profitable once routine, 
reliable and affordable access to space is 
available. 

Strengthened U.S. Economy. New 
technologies open new markets. An 
investment in the high technology 
needed for space exploration main- 
tains and improves America’s share 
of the global market and enhances 
our competitiveness and balance of 
trade. It also directly stimulates the 
scientific and technical employment 
bases in our country, sectors whose 
health is vital to our nation’s econom- 
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ic security. The Space Exploration 
Initiative is an investment in thefuture of 
AlTleriCll. 

Why the Moon? 

Earth’s closest neighbor in space, the 
Moon, is surprisingly complex. It is 
an object for detailed exploration, a 
platform from which to observe and 
study the universe, a place to live and 
work in the environment of space, 
and a natural source of materials and 
energy for an emerging space-based 
economy. 

The Moon offers a record of four 
billion years of planetary history. Its 
violent birth and history of bombard- 
ment from space is closely related to 
events on the early Earth. The Moon 
provides a natural laboratory for 
detailed study of geology and plane 
tary formation, the output of our Sun 
over its lifetime, and the elements of 
our universe. The Moon’s 14 Earth- 
day night, crystal clear, airless sky 
and stable ground provide a superb 
platform for astronomy. 

The Moon is the nearest object in 
space where people can live under 
conditions similar to those we will 
face on other planets. Thus, the Moon 
is a natural test bed to prepare for 
missions to Mars through simulation, 
systems testing, operations and 
studying human capabilities. 

The Moon is a rich source of mate 
rials and energy for use in space. 
Abundant metals, ceramics and 
recoverable amounts of hydrogen, 
carbon and oxygen can provide pro- 
pellants and human life support from 
the lunar surface. The 14 Earth-days 
of a lunar daytime provide abundant 
solar energy. Our Moon provides a 
rich scientific and economic waysta- 
tion for human expansion into the 
Solar System. 

Why Mars? 

Of all the planets in our Solar System, 
Mars is the most like Earth. With a 
thin atmosphere, weather, seasons 



and a 25-hour day, Mars has a 
drverse and complex surface, mclud- 
mg Ice and evidence of water. 
Although conditions on Mars cannot 
support life now, a variety of evi- 
dence suggests that Mars was 
warmer, wetter and had a much 
denser atmosphere early m its tustory 
Life may have exlsted. If so, fossll 
evidence may be found. 

Mars has undergone a comphcated 
geologic evolution. Its surface con- 
sists of giganhc canyons, huge volca- 
noes, gorges carved by running 
water, vast reg10n.s of sand dunes and 
a polar Ice cap Understanding the 
penod~c changes in &mate that have 
ocamed on M~IX ML1 help us under- 
stand the Earth’s &mate and predict 
16 future behavior, a topic vital to the 
survwal of hfe on Farth. 

Architectural Considerations 

At I!S closest pomt, Mars IS 35 nulhon 
miles from Earth This distance 
increases to 230 nulhon m&s when 
we are on opposite sides of the Sun 
By comparison, the Moon is only a 
quarter-nulhon n&s away-a three- 
day lourney The challenges of a 
Mars expedltlon stem from the dls- 
tances, the long times away from 
Earth, the envuonment of deep space 
and Mars’ unique charactenshcs 

A total Mars mlsslon duration 
depends on both the round trip 
travel time and the time spent on 
the planet’s surface ConventIonal 
chemical propulsion mlsslons ~111 
take about 230 days one way, and 
require long surface stays of about 
500 days to allow the planets to 
realign before returning home 
Advanced nuclear propulsion tech- 
nologles can shorten the transit 
time, provide flexible surface stay 
times, significantly reduce the pro- 
pellant mass to low Earth orbit and 
increase the avadable launch oppor- 
tumtles 

Shorter travel hmes are desirable 
to reduce the impact of the deep 
space environment on the crew and 

nussion equipment During the space 
voyage, expected hazards include 
radlahon from galachc cosnuc radla- 
hon and solar flares, the lack of nor- 
mal gravity, psychological stress from 
long term Isolation, and equipment 
degradation 

The challenges of a Mars trip will 
require several hundred tons of 
equipment and fuel for the expedl- 
hon. Thus, we wdl require a heavy 
hft launch capablhty to mimmize 
assembly m Earth orblt. Nuclear pro- 
pulslon technology allows reduced 
weight, approxunately one-half that 
of chemical systems, and achieves 
faster interplanetary trip times. At 
Mars, we need Earth-independent 
operahons, since round trip commu- 
rucations times will vary from seven 
to 40 minutes We also need Im- 
proved long term hfe support sys- 
tems that operate for lengthy time 
periods without resupply 

The planetary surface of Mars pm 
vldes challenges dlffenmt from those 
of the Moon The planet is large - 
about one-third the size of Earth It 
has a diverse topography, with 
80,000 foot volcanos, three hmes as 
lugh as Mount Everest and as large as 
the state of Montana, and canyons as 
long as our conhnent 1s wde. Mars’ 
atmosphere 1s mostly carbon &oxlde, 
and It is known to have periodic dust 
storms These features ~111 require 
umque power systems, landers, rover 
vehcles and human habitats 

Architectures 

The foundation of the architectures 
reflects three areas of emphasis 
human presence, explomhon and XI- 
ence, and space resource develop- 
ment for the benefit of Earth 
Different architectures vary wth the 
degree of human presence, the level 
to whch exploration and Science are 
pursued, the extent to which space 
resources are developed, as well as 
the relative emphasis between lunar 
and Marhan achvlty 
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Four architectures have been iden- 
tified and they provide significant dif- 
ferences across the possible areas of 
interest. They are: 

Mars Exploration: The emphasis of 
this architecture is on Mars explo- 
ration and science. The first human 
mission to the Moon occurs in 2005. 
The lunar infradmcture is developed 
only to the degree necessary to test 
and gain experience with Mars sys- 
tems and operations and to simulate 
Mars stay times. The Moon is 
explored while developing opera- 
tional concepts for Mars. 

Robotic precursor missions are 
used to scout the territory before com- 
mitting to a landing site for Mars. 
The first human mission to Mars 
occurs in 2014, with a surface stay of 
30 to 100 days. The next mission is 
planned for 2016 for a 600 day stay. 
This architecture is designed to be a 
minimal approach to achieving the 
Initiative objectives. 

Science Emphasis for the Moon and 
Mars: The Moon and Mars are 
emphasized equally, and an early 
global assessment of both bodies per- 
mits a variety of initial missions 
designed to better understand global 
diversity. The fkst human mission to 
the Moon is 2003. Life sciences data 
required for Martian missions are gen- 
erated through extensive operations 
on the Moon. Human-controlled 
robotics assist the planning and execu- 
tion of human activity on the surface. 
Instrument emplacement focuses on 
early deployment of portable instru- 
‘merits which gather observation data 
independent of lunar location. In the 
latter stages of architecture implemen- 
tation, emphasis shifts to larger scien- 
tific experiments and instruments 
after developing surface capabilities 
for construction, maintenance and 
operations. Continuous exploration 
activities yield a significant scientific 
return though the use of a balanced 
mix of human and robotic exploration 
techniques. 

Subsequent to the establishment of 
the desired long term operational 
capabilities for exploration and sci- 
ence on the Moon, human missions to 
Mars take place beginning in 2014. 
All knowledge gained by the activi- 
ties in lunar orbit, and on the surface 
becomes part of and is complemen- 
tary to the dress rehearsal for the 
Mars mission. 

The Moon to Stay and Mars 
Exploration: This architecture 
emphasizes permanent human pres- 
ence on the Moon, combined with the 
exploration of Mars. One of the major 
objectives is to build towards life sup 
port self-sufficiency for breathing 
gases and food production on the 
Moon. 

The permanent presence of 
humans on the Moon, beginning in 
2004, gives us an impressive scientific 
capability. Science on the Moon will 
emphasize exploration and observa- 
tion. For lunar exploration, extended 
traverses in pressurized rovers will 
permit detailed study of complex and 
puzzling lunar features and process- 
es. Robotic assistants will extend 
human reach for great distances 
across the lunar surface. With a per- 
manent human presence on the 
Moon, advanced and sophisticated 
astronomical observatories can be 
instalIed and maintained. 

Extensive space and lunar surface 
operations are conducted on the 
Moon to provide the necessary life 
sciences and engineering data to pre- 
pare for future exploration missions 
to Mars. The first human mission to 
Mars is in 2014, with a surface stay of 
30 to 100 days. 

Space Resource Utilization: This 
architecture makes maximum use of 
available space resources to support 
the exploration missions directly. It 
also seeks to develop a large class of 
available resources for a broader 
range of transportation, habitation, 
life sciences, energy production, con- 
struction and many other long term 
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t?qmnd the Moon 

achvrhes. In preparahon for the first 
human return mrssron, a robotic 
experimental resource producing 
plant 1s landed on the Moon m 2003. 
The hrst human mrssion to the Moon 
takes place m 2004 and to Mars m 
2016 On Mars, the basrc explorahon 
would be done on the fust two nus- 
slons wrth the addltton of more 
resource development, which could 
be expanded on nuss~ons beyond the 
fust two In the long term, Bus archr- 
tecture may beneht Earth by provrd- 
mg Hehum- to fuel Earth-based 
fusion reactors and beammg solar- 
produced electricity to Earth 

Transportation 

After study of the various transporta- 
tron options, it was concluded that 
chenucal propulsron from low Earth 
orbrt, as used m the Apollo program, 
IS shE the preferred way to get to the 
Moon However, srgmhcantly heav- 
rer hft capabrhty WIII be reqmred to 
support any of the archrtectures For 
the Mars transit from Earth o&t, the 
nuclear thermal rocket is the pre- 
ferred propulsive system to allow srg- 
nifrcantly reduced mass to low Earth 
orbrt, shorter transrt hmes and greater 
operahonal flexrbrhty 

Supporting Technologies 

Technology ~111 provrde the tools 
necessary for safe and cost effective 
explorahon of the Moon and Mars. 
Technology development 1s reqmred 
m the following areas 

1) HeavyliftlaunchHrlthamm- 
unum capabihty of 150 met- 
nc tons wtth deslgned 
growth to 250 meh-tc tons 

2) Nuclear thermal propulsron 

3) Nuclear elechic surface 
power to megawatt levels 

4) Extmvelucular achvrty smt 

5) Cryogemc transfer and long 
term storage 

6) Automated rendezvous and 
docking of large masses 

7) Zero gravrty countermea- 
SUES 

8) Radrahon effects and slueldmg 

9) Telerobohcs 

IO) Closed loop hfe support sys- 
tems 

11) Human factors for long dura- 
hon space rtuss~ons 

12) Lghtwerght structural mate 
nals and fabncahon 

13) Nuclear electric propulsron 
for follow-on cargo nussrons 

14) In s~tu resource evaluation 
and processmg 

At first glance, the implementanon of 
the archtectural approaches outlmed 
appears daunhng. It IS indeed com- 
plex But It 1s noteworthy that 
Amerrca’s abrhty to return to the 
Moon and to begm the exploration of 
Mars depends on two fundamental 
techn01ogles 

1) Restomhon of a heavy hft 
launch capabrhty 

2) Redevelopment of a nuclear 
proputsron capabiity 

This nanon had both of these capabrli- 
hes m the early 1970s In addihon to 
these two areas, the 12 other tech- 
nologies rdentihed, If successfully 
developed, offer the potentral for 
vastly enhancing the exploration of 
the Moon and Mars 
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Organization and Acquisition 
Management 
The Space Explorahon Initiahve rep 
resents a malor management chal- 
lenge as well as a sign&ant techno- 
logcal challenge to th1.5 country. The 
capabihty exists m this natlon to 
accomplish the Space Exploration 
Imtlative wlthin the combmed re- 
sources of the government, industry 
and the academic community. It 
requires management that allows for 
crisp and timely decision making, 
plus the assun resources to reach its 
g-k 

An Executive Order should be 
LSSU~~ to cite the basic charter of the 
National program Office for the Space 
Explorahon Initiative Orgamzatlon. 
It should define the leadership role of 
NASA and the cooperahve relation- 
ships among vanous governmental 
departments and agencies. The 
Execuhve Order should clearly enu- 
merate the staffing, budgetmg and 
repoitmg relationships and response- 
b&es of the affected agenaes 

The Synthesis Group revlewed 
numerous successful and unsuccess- 
ful major aerospace, industry and 
government programs, and studled 
various acquisition improvements 
and key factors that helped reduce the 
cost of the most succe&ul aerospace 
Programs 

In managing the Space Erplorahon 
Initlatlve, NASA should be autho- 
nzed to tailor the exlstmg procure- 
ment system and devise new proce 
dures to fit the needs of this malor 
new pmgnun 

The opportunity for a number of 
international cooperative ventures 
exists 

Commercial potential abounds 
w&m the framework of the huhahve 
Launch services, communications 
satelhtes, robotics, production of mate 
nals m space for use in space and on 
the Earth, and electronics technology 
represent a few of these potenhal areas 

Recommendations 

Specifr recommendahons are provid- 
ed for the effective implementation of 
the Space Exploration Irubative 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

Establish within NASA a long 
range strategic plan for the nation’s 
civil space program, with the Space 
Exploration Initiative as its center- 
piece. 

I, . . . the pvel represented by the 
vision of a seemingly unattainable 
goal, the technol~es engendered, 
and the motivation provided to 
our nahon’s sclentlsts and engi- 
neers, its laboratones and mdus- 
tnes, its students and 1t.s cihzens. 
Hence that the Mission from 
Planet Earth be established with 
the long term goal of human 
exploration of Mars, underpmned 
by an effort to produce agnifiat 
advances m space transportahon 
and space hfe science~.“~ 

A strawc plan wdl provide deaslon 
pomts to allow flexibtity during the 
life of the program, concentrate man- 
agement achvlties of diverse depart- 
ments, prumde budget guidelines and 
identify technology pathways The 
planmustbebasedonadtiedgov- 
ernmmtal (NASA, the Department of 
Defense, the Department of Energy) 
analysis of the Synthtsis Group’s four 
architectures ms analysis should 
result in further retinement to gam 
sufficient detail to support relahve 
costing of the architectures. Existing 
and planned programs should be 
reviewed for their contributions to 
this plan. Industry effort should be 
lmuted to studying elements of the 
architectures As the strategic plan’s 
centerpiece, the Space Exploration 
Initiative complements the goals of 
-ion to planet Farth * 
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Establish a National Program 
Ofice by Executive Order 

This organization would include 
Department of Defense and Depart- 
ment of Energy personnel working 
directly for the National Program 
Office. With the multi-agency nature 
of the National Program Office, an 
Executive Order should be issued to 
cite the basic charter of the organiza- 
tion, the leadership role of NASA, 
and the cooperative relationship 
among various governmental depart- 
ments and agencies. The Executive 
Order should clearly enumerate 
staffing, budgeting and reporting 
relationships and responsibilities of 
the affected agencies. 

iEcoMMEND*TIoN 3 
-- - 

Appoint NASA’s Associate Admini- 
strator for Exploration as the 
Program Director for the National 
Program Office. 

This is required to ensure clean lines 
of management authority over a 
large, complex program while simul- 
taneously providing a focus for 
NASA’s supporting program ele- 
ments.* 

RECOMMENDATION 4 

Establish a new, aggressive acquisi- 
tion strategy for the Space Ex- 
ploration Initiative. 

The Space Exploration Initiative 
should standardize acquisition rules 
for the agencies executing the 
Initiative’s various projects. The most 
streamlined processes available 
should be adopted for that standard. 
The Space Exploration Initiative is so 
great in scope that it cannot be execut- 
ed in a “business as usual” manner 
and have any chance for success. The 

Space Exploration Initiative National 
Program Director should be designat- 
ed as the Head of the Contracting 
Activity. This will allow the director 
to establish the optimum acquisition 
procedures within the Federal 
Acquisition Regulations. Multi-year 
funding should be provided. 

Zncorporate SZrace Exploration 
Initiative requirements into the 
joint NASA-Department of Defense 
Heavy Lift &gram. 

The Space Exploration Initiative 
launch requirement is a minimum 
of 150 metric tons of lift, with 
designed growth to 250 metric tons. 
Using Apollo Saturn V F-Is for 
booster engines, coupled with liq- 
uid oxygen-hydrogen upper stage 
engines (upgraded Saturn J-2s or 
space transportation main engines), 
could result in establishing a heavy 
lift launch capability by 199S2 

Znitiate a nuclear thermal rocket 
technology deoelopment program. 

The Synthesis Group has deter- 
mined the only prudent propulsion 
system for Mars transit is the nucle- 
ar thermal rocket. Sufficient testing 
and care must be taken to meet 
safety and environmental require- 
ments. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Znitiate a space nuclear power tech- 
nology development program based 
on the Space Exploration Initiative 
requirements. 

The program must concentrate on 
safe, reliable systems to a megawatt 
or greater level. These nuclear power 



system will he required for use on 
‘le Moon before use on the h&s rms- 

>lon. 

RECOMMENDATION 8 

c&uct focused life sciences experi- 
ments. 

Implement a defimhve hfe sciences 
lrogram, along with the necessary 

experiments and equipment, on 
Space Statlon Freedom, consistent 
with the recommendation of the 
Advlsory Comrmttee on the Future of 
the US Space Program These ex- 
penments are needed to reduce the 
uncertamhes of long duration space 
mlss10n5 2 

RECOMMENDATION 9 

Establish education as a principal 
theme of the Space Exploration 
Initiative.- 

The butiahve will requue sclentiits, 
engmeen and techmcians for Its exe- 
cuhon It IS a source of interest and 
expectation to those considering sc1- 
ence and engmeering careers The 
Space Exploration hutiahve can con- 
tnbute duectly to undergraduate and 
graduate education in engineermg 
and saence by reinvigorating a UN- 
verslty research program m support 
of the Exploration Initiative as was 
done durmg the Apollo program of 
the 1960s and early 1970s 

RECOMMENDATION 10 

Continue and expand the Outreach 
Program. 

The Outreach Program has served a 
very useful purpose in the Synthesis 
Group’s dehberations The ideas 
from the Outreach Program ~111 be 
turned over to NASA ~th the mm- 
mendatlon that they review them 

penodlcally The Outreach Program 
generated not only Ideas but also 
greater interest in the Space Ex- 
ploration Initiative Both features 
should be emphasized The database 
should be refreshed with further out- 
reach sobcitations, perhaps every two 
years, and with increasmg focus to 
specific program goals The Space 
Explorahon lnihative touches vutuak 
ly every scientic field and engineer- 
mg dlsaplme. The Outreach Program 
should be extended to Include all 
other entities that are affected by the 
program m ad&tion to the aerospace 
mdustry. An mformed pubhc LS vital 
to the Space Exploration Imtlatlve, 
wluch ti reqmre a sustained com- 
nutment of the nahon’s mums 

Why Now? 

America stands at the threshold. Our 
nahonal space program is undergomg 
mtense scrutiny. Many ask questions 
slmllar to those voiced during the 
heyday of Apollo -What IS the pomt 
of large space ventures? How can we 
afford the great expendltur& What 
1s the funchon of a human presence m 
space’, 

By off&ng dire&on and purpose, 
the Space Explorahon Inihatlve ~111 
reIuvenate our sense of challenge, of 
competitiveness, and of national 
pnde. The Space Explorahon INha- 
tive IS a positive, SoQal endeavor. In a 
world of uncertamty, it has the capac- 
ity to inspire people, to stimulate 
them and to cause them to reach deep 
mslde to find the very best they have 
to offer. 

Technology development and 
architecture analysis must precede 
any final concept vahdatlon effort. 
The Inihative can be started now wth 
a modest comnutment of funds 

Great nahons have always explored 
and profited from new frontiers and 
terntones. Space is the new frontier of 
the mdustriallzed world m the 21st 
cm&try. Benefits from space and the 
technologws needed to pumey there 
become incmasmgly unportant m the 

next century As Amencans, we must 
ask ourselves what our role will be in 
human explorahon of the Solar Sys- 
tem. to lead, tbllow or step aside? 

‘Th~AdvlsoryCmmmeeontheFutumofthe 
us spaoeprogram 

2 These recommendatlom are umsIstent with 
.mdexpudupunthosedebytheAdvl.slny 
Committee on the Future of the US Space 
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